


Prepack is a ‘can do’ organisation. We tailor our flexible operation to deliver your needs anywhere in 
the world, whether you need ration packs for combat personnel, medical officer’s kits, school 

stationary packs or humanitarian aid. The Possibilities are endless. Our aim is simple – to create 
convenience for you and your customers.



There is no substitute for experience….

Prepack Limited was established in 2007 as a joint venture between Multi-Pack Ltd and Prepared Foods 
Processing Ltd. Both companies had been individually involved in the production and supply of ration pack 
components to various defence force organisations as well as various police, fire service and emergency 
service organisations in the Australasian/pacific region. Prepack combined the two companies 60+ years 
experience in the defence and emergency services industry to build a purpose designed facility to provide 
lean, flexible processing and delivery of operational ration packs to defence and emergency service 
organisations worldwide. Prepack has recently supplied emergency relief meals to Puerto Rico as part of the 
response effort coordinated by the US Federal Emergency Management Agency.



Prepacks formative years have proven effective. 
Today we pack and distribute over 400,000 
ration packs per year to the Australian Defence 
Force alone. The packs are collated across eight 
specialist menus and three configurations to 
their exacting standards. Prepack has just been 
awarded a contract extension based on our 
impeccable service.

Our business though is not the product. It is our 
flexible process and our ability to adapt quickly 
to your requirements. We are able to pack a 
wide range of products from the medical kits, 
school stationary, crime scene kits, emergency 
preparedness packs (individual and corporate) 
and humanitarian aid packs to name but a few. 
The process is quickly scalable through our 
physical infrastructure, talented people and our 
access to the best suppliers.



Prepack can operate 4 packing lines 
assembling 4 different menus per day. It 
has a 1 shift production capacity of up 
to 3,304,000 ORP’s pa.

We contract pack around 40,000 
units for one of our customers who 
supplies the Country Fire 
Association in Australia. In the 
summer of 2012 – 2013, the 
Australian fires meant that extra 
support was needed – an 
additional 57,500 units over three 
months. We were able to quickly 
scale up the production to meet all 
the delivery objectives without 
compromising our existing 
commitments. All orders were 
dispatched within five days of 
order receipt, some by air and 
some by sea to meet the urgent 
deadlines.



FLEXIBILITY                                   SHORT DELIVERY CYCLE                    ACCESS TO DECISION
MAKERS FOR FAST RESPONSES

__________________________           _________________________         _________________________

Our relationships with Multi-Pack To provide a short cycle time from request to      The Prepack business model is built on the
Limited and Prepared Foods Limited                         delivery requires a mixture of experience,            understanding that working in challenging 
Mean that we are able to provide tailored               processes, procedures and most importantly       environments or during times of need, relies on 
Menus devised by food technologists                       a robust supply chain. Prepack is built upon a      rapid response. Our structured management
To meet your dietary requirements. In                     network of trusted suppliers across different        gives you access to key decision makers, who are
Addition, we have similar expertise on the             industry in Australia, New Zealand, Asia, The         able to work quickly to achieve your
Doorstep in a range of areas including sport           Middle East, Europe and Africa. When coupled     timeframes and objectives.
And exercise, food, nutrition, health, product         with the significant relationships we’ve built 
Development, education and defence. When         with international logistics companies, and our
Combined with our operational structure, this       location in the heart of “logistics land”, New 
Expertise means we can quickly adapt to                Zealand, you benefit from a fast and assured
Supply and fulfil specific needs for a variety           turnaround of your products
Of different markets.



EXPERIENCE IN EXPORT                                                   ABILITY TO PROVIDE BESPOKE                            STERILE ENVIRONMENT

TO WORLDWIDE DESTINATIONS                                             PACKAGING SOLUTIONS                       FOR MEDICAL AND FORNSIC APPLICATIONS                                          
__________________________                                       _________________________                         _ ________________________

The team at Prepack have significant combined                In working with the Australian Defence Force,                   We already compile medical packs in our climate -
Experience in dealing with export to worldwide               we have generated the skills and expertise to provide           controlled environment. It makes it ideal for expansion
Destinations, as well as working with governments,        bespoke packaging solutions to exacting standards.                 Into other lines where contamination control is paramount,
NATO and the UN. They are equally experienced in         This can be from simple branding to complex                         such as for forensic kits.
Relationships with organisations large and small.             Container design for a range of industries.



Commitment to Innovation…




